EVENT PARTNER
PROGRAM
GUIDELINES

Our

STORY

The City of Canning recognises the importance of a diverse events calendar that
delivers social and economic benefits to support our aspiration to be a vibrant,
connected and progressive City. Our Strategic Community Plan includes the
objective for a safe, activated and welcoming City that celebrates its diversity and
sense of community, providing a unique cultural, sporting and lifestyle offer.
To contribute to this vision, the City supports events that attract increased
visitation, encourage broad community participation and create activation of City
spaces for residents and visitors to enjoy.
The City wishes to embark on partnership events to co-inside with its 2021/22
season of events. Formats vary but should aim to include an official component,
music, dancing and entertainment activities, food, recognition of community
achievements and culturally significant days or celebrations.
This opportunity is perfect for events that require support from City of Canning
staff. In addition to funding, we can help with in-kind support such as:
City venues
Advertising and promotion
Advice and guidance on event planning and implementation
Hands on assistance on event day

Expressions of interest close on Friday 27 August 2021
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AIRETIRC YTILIBIGILE

The applicant must:
ensure proposed event is planned between November
2021 – May 2022 to enable sufficient planning time if
successful
submit only one application/event concept
be located and/or operate in the City of Canning
be part of a sporting, community, or cultural group, or
not-for-profit organisation (not-for- profit organisations,
excluding sporting clubs, which have offices outside
Canning but deliver services to Canning residents may
apply)
represent an incorporated group (Incorporation gives
your group its own legal identity - the group becomes a
'separate legal entity' from its members)
groups which are not incorporated may seek the
services of an incorporated body (sponsor) to auspice
the event on their behalf - the sponsor will be required to
accept legal and financial responsibility for the event
hold public liability insurance
ensure event takes place within the City of Canning
local government area
demonstrate financial viability without the City’s funding
(an individual event or project may not be viable without
the City’s support, however the organisation must be).

Please note:
1. This is separate to our Grants Funding Program. If you
only need funding ($5,000 or less) and no staff support
for your project, please see the web page for a link.
2. Community projects have a separate Expression of
Interest process, closing on Friday 27 August. For more
information, please see the web page for a link.
3. City of Canning staff have limited capacity and can
provide a supporting role only. The group making the
submission will be responsible for leading and
coordinating the event.

Assessment

CRITERIA
How does the event help encourage a sense of
community, provide opportunities for the
community to connect and strengthen social
cohesion?
To what extent does the event enhance the City’s
reputation and position Canning as a great place to
be?
To what extent does the event activate the City with
vibrant activity, prioritising public spaces?
Does the event stimulate the local economy and
provide opportunities and engagement with local
businesses?
To what extent does the event celebrate the
diversity of Canning and demonstrate an inclusive
approach?
To what extent are environmental and sustainable
practices integrated into the event?

If you have
multiple event
concepts in mind,
think about which
best meets this
criteria

What measures are in place to ensure the health
and safety of attendees and staff at the event in
regards to COVID-19?
pn

Ineligible

EVENTS

political parties
government departments and agencies
individuals/sole traders
activities which form part of academic assessment

applicants that have an outstanding grant acquittal with the City of
Canning
an applicant that has failed to provide satisfactory acquittal reporting
for any previous City of Canning funding
an applicant that has already received City of Canning funding
(including in-kind) for the same event
an applicant that supports, promotes or facilitates violence,
intolerance or discrimination
events that denigrate or exclude parts of the community or have an
adverse effect on public health, safety, the environment or heritage
activities that pollute land, air or water, or destroy or waste nonrecurring resources
events that benefit only single individuals rather than a community or
wider reach
wholly ticketed events, or those that require a donation for entry
an employee or elected members of the City of Canning, or their
immediate family
an applicant who is in legal conflict with the City of Canning
an applicant that conducts themselves in a way considered to be
injurious or prejudicial to the character or interests of the City of
Canning
recurrent operational funding, including, but not limited to wages,
salaries, or administrative overheads.
The City of Canning reserves the right to request further information in
considering any application, as well as the right to reject any application
that does not meet the eligibility criteria.
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Our
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PROCESS

Assessment

2

Applications are assessed by a minimum three-person
assessment panel.
The City of Canning usually receives more applications
than the available budget and resourcing can
accommodate. Therefore, successful applications are
those that best satisfy the assessment criteria. The
decision is final and not subject to any further appeal
within the City.
Please allow for two weeks from closing date to be
notified of the decision, we will inform you of the outcome
of your application by email.

Partnership Agreement
& Acquittal
Successful applicants must enter into a written
partnership agreement with the City before any planning
or meetings occur to progress the event. Partnerships will
have a one-year term only. The agreement will state the
obligations of each party, key timelines, funding details
and terms and conditions.
You will be required to supply an acquittal report within two
months of the conclusion of your event. This report will
include a completed acquittal form, all receipts and copies
of public acknowledgement of the City of Canning, along
with any other requirements listed in the agreement.
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Public Event Health Application
The applicant is responsible for submitting a Public Event
Health Application Form to the City’s Health Team along
with required supporting documentation e.g. site map, risk
management plan, public liability insurance, any structural
certifications etc. We will assist you with these documents
in the planning stages. Note this full application is required
to be submitted a minimum of 60 business days (12 weeks)
prior to your proposed event.

Disability access and inclusion
Access and inclusion is about ensuring that all public services are available to all
community members, including those who have a disability, so that they have the
opportunity and choice to participate in all aspects of community life. To the extent that it
is practicable, the applicant is required to provide universal access to partnered events,
as outlined in the City’s Access and Inclusion Plan which is available for download, as
well as a useful checklist for planning events.
Sustainability
We aspire to achieve or exceed minimum sustainability standards for all events run in the
City of Canning. We ask that if you’re hoping to run a community event of any size or
style, that you help us to achieve these aspirations. The City will provide you with a
Sustainable Events Guide and Checklist should you be successful.
Lobbying
Applicants may not lobby, or seek to influence the decision-making of elected members
and administrative staff, in relation to their submitted applications. If, during the period
between submitting an application and a determination by the panel, an applicant seeks
to lobby any elected member of the City of Canning or administrative staff, or attempts
to provide additional information, either directly or indirectly, on any matter relating to
the application to an elected member, the person/organisation may be disqualified and
the application excluded from being considered for approval.

Political Impartiality
Any proposals or costings associated with political activities will not be considered.
Assets and resources of the City of Canning must not be used to undertake any
party/political activities which compromise the City’s political impartiality.

let's get in touch
events@canning.wa.gov.au
1300 422 664

